Case study - Williams Martini Racing.

Near real time race data is now
possible at virtually any distance.

Today’s Formula One regulations restrict the number of technical personnel racing teams can have working
at the track. To stay competitive, they have to have additional experts like analysts and aerodynamicists
working as part of the team back at their HQs, often thousands of miles away.
A high-speed BT network provides Williams Martini Racing with digital connections from every Formula
One circuit across the planet to the technicians at its base in Grove, Oxfordshire. Now, with accelerated
worldwide data transfer, the entire team sees the possibilities of a time-critical competitive advantage.

Every piece of data generated at the track is now sent back to
the factory in near real time. That really helps us improve the
cars’ performance.
Graeme Hackland
IT Director
Williams Martini Racing
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The BT partnership’s going to help us in our
aim to win another world championship and
then go on to win more world championships
in the future.
Claire Williams
Deputy Team Principal and Commercial Director
Williams Martini Racing

BT digital transformation powers
racing potential on the track.

Formula for success from two top brands. Enormous importance of the network.
Formula One runs through Claire Williams’ veins. “You come
to a race track and you hear a car fire up for the first time and
the blood pumps faster,” she says.
Williams Martini Racing, of which Claire is Deputy Team Principal
and Commercial Director, is one of the world’s most successful
Formula One teams. Synonymous with top-flight motorsport,
the team has won 16 FIA Formula One World Championship
titles, nine for constructors and seven for drivers.
But, today, digital transformation is crucial to staying out
in front in the racing world. BT and Williams – two global
companies and two great British brands – entered into
partnership in March 2015. Pat Symonds, Chief Technical
Officer at Williams Martini Racing, says: “We race around
the globe and we wanted a global partner who’s an expert in
their field. BT brings us that.”

The team lined up behind the two drivers and their cars
numbers hundreds of people including engineers, analysts, and
aerodynamicists. Williams creates every car part apart from the
Mercedes power unit.
Today, in the interests of fairer competition, regulations
restrict the number of people actually present at the race
track. To increase team working over a race weekend,
Williams have additional engineers based back at the team’s
headquarters in Grove, Oxfordshire.
This means the network connecting the trackside team and
those back in Grove is more important than ever before, and
it’s handling more data than ever before. Graeme Hackland,
IT director at Williams Martini Racing, says: “A Williams
Formula One car has around 200 sensors generating a huge
amount of telemetry.”
In fact, during a race 60 to 80 Gigabytes of data are
generated from 1,000 channels on the two racing cars. In
addition the team generates around 60 Gigabytes of video.
All this information has to be transferred to the Williams
headquarters. Of the team based at Grove, Pat Symonds
recalls: “We used to analyse it after the event.”

Incredible step forward for
Williams engineers.
Before the high-speed BT wide area network was in place,
bulk data transfers took several hours. “We needed to be able
to make decisions on that data in real time, using exactly the
same information they see on the pit wall.” says Rod Nelson,
Chief Test and Support Engineer.
So the data flow was enhanced with BT Connect Acceleration.
This speeds-up network performance by enabling Williams to
prioritise the most critical data. Now the team back at Grove
is also able to actually make decisions on that data during
testing and racing days.
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Graeme Hackland says: “By being able to flow the data
back to the factory in near real time we’re able to analyse
it and get results back to the track in a few minutes. It’s an
incredible step forward for our engineers.”
In practice that means the Williams complement at Grove is
now able to add its collective brainpower to the team at the
race track. Together, while practice, qualifying and racing is
actually in progress, they can collaborate effectivity to make
the car go faster.
Felipe Massa, Williams Martini Racing driver, puts that into
stark context. “If you brake too late or you brake too early
they see straightway,” he says. “So everything we’re doing
they’re watching you.”

Bringing the racetrack closer to
the factory.
Also benefiting from BT Connect Acceleration are timesensitive services like voice intercom. Previously it had been
challenging to communicate with the team at the track
during distant races because of network delays.
Rod Nelson says: “In the past we’ve had latency up to five
seconds in south-east Asia, but now latencies are only one or
two tenths of a second.”
That means engineers can communicate in real time in a
natural conversation between the pit wall, garage and Grove
using voice intercom – no matter where the race is.
Graeme Hackland says: “It feels like the track’s been brought
closer to the factory.” Claire Williams adds: “That’s going to
help us find those hundredths or thousandths of a second
that will drive our performance.”

The agility to hit fixed calendar dates.
The race calendar is immovable. Delays are unthinkable.
“The wide area network BT provides to Williams gives us a
100Mbps link from any track anywhere in the world back to
our base in Grove,” says Graeme Hackland.
BT delivers those services exactly on time to even the most
remote location. A worldwide BT team plans and executes
that minutely-detailed performance. Onsite two weeks
before each race, BT people build the trackside LAN and
arrange access to the BT IP Connect Global network.
Graeme Hackland says: “It takes huge agility from BT. The
network has to be available for the full five days we’re at
each track.”
Network security is critical to Williams too. “Working with BT
we’ve put in network security layers that protect Williams’
confidential information,” adds Graeme. “Intellectual
property and customer information from our Advanced
Engineering Division are similarly secured.”

By being able to flow the data back to the
factory in near real time we’re able to analyse
it and get results back to the track in a few
minutes. It’s an incredible step forward for
our engineers.
Graeme Hackland
IT Director
Williams Martini Racing
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BT is passionate about technology and
Williams is passionate about performance.
So everything we’re doing is to win.
Felipe Massa
Driver
Williams Martini Racing

An infrastructure for the future.
As well as providing the WAN and the trackside LAN, BT
has most recently installed an all-new campus LAN at the
Williams headquarters at Grove.
Graeme Hackland says: “The new campus LAN gives us a
40Gbps backbone, which is incredible performance. We now
have an end-to-end infrastructure across the whole piece,
designed and secured as one.”

Williams is already seeing gains from its digital
transformation. “The BT technologies have made a big
difference to our season” says Graeme Hackland. “For
example, in our wind-tunnel the higher rate of data transfer
means we can complete more runs and that really contributes
to car development.”
Claire Williams sums up: “The BT partnership’s going to help
us in our aim to win another world championship and then
go on to win more world championships in the future.” Felipe
Massa concludes: “BT is passionate about technology and
Williams is passionate about performance. So everything
we’re doing is to win.”
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